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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the beginning of time, societal changes have con-

tinued to occur. One cause of change, the computer, has 

quickly modified the way that we live and work. Computeri-

zation has permeated almost every aspect of our society from 

turning on the morning coffee-pot to controlling the orbits 

of outer space satellites. New data based programs have al

lowed_ for rapid information processing, thus making the com-

puter a very important tool. The popular demand for better 

quality of manufacturing and workmanship has added to this 

need for computerization in society. 

Justification 

The role of athletic-trainers in society has also 

changed. New, ultra-specialization in all areas of medicine 

has introduced an enormous amount of new information into 

the athletic trainer's curriculum. Budgetary restraints, 

due to a tighter economy, have forced many athletic trainers 

to take on more responsibilities in their already restricted 

time schedule. New standards of medical practice, often in 

response to law suits, have caused an increase in paper work 

for the athletic trainer. Due to these changes, trainers 
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have possessed a need to be made aware of the possibilities 

that exist with the use of computers in their programs. 

Even though this need has existed for some time, a tremen-

deus lack of information concerning the current needs and 

uses of computers in athletic training programs still re

mains. This lack of available information is demonstrated 
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by the small amount of current literature concerning the use 

of computers in sports medicine-or athletic training pro-

grams. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to determine the current 

usage and need for computer systems in athletic training and 

sports medicine programs. Specifically, usage patterns and 

types of software were to be identified and e~umerated. 

Delimitations of the Study 

The study was delimited to licensed athletic trainers 

in Texas and certified athletic trainers in Louisiana, Ar-

kansas, Oklahoma, and New Mexico. The sample was, there-

fore, delimited to a southwestern United States geographical 

location including districts three, six, and twelve of the 

National Athletic Trainers Association. 



Assumptions 

The first assumption was that the names of athletic 

trainers on the mailing lists obtained from the National 

Athletic Trainers Association and the Texas Department of 

Health were accurate and that all individuals on the list 

were knowledgeable of current procedures in athletic train

ing, although, not necessarily actively engaged in the ath

letic training profession. 
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Secondly, it was assumed, as is in all studies involv

ing questionnaires, that the responses were reliable and ac

curate to the best of the respondent's knowledge. 

The Hypotheses 

Based on the apparent lack of literature concerning 

computerization in athletic training rooms, the following 

hypotheses appear to be justified: 

The first hypothesis is that there exists a need to de

velop more software which would be useful in athletic train

ing and sports medicine programs. 

The second hypothesis is that there exists a lack of 

use of computers by sports medicine programs due to a lack 

of advertised software and a lack of computer knowledge by 

the athletic trainer. 



Definitions of Terms 

The following terms were defined with respect to their 

meaning in this study: 
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Hardware. The term hardware refers to the actual physical 

components of the computer system. 

Mainframe. A large computer is usually termed a mainframe 

computer. Many campuses have one central computer for use 

9Y the entire campus, a mainframe. 

Terminal. A terminal is a device with a typewriter type 

keyboard and a screen which is used to enter information 

into a main frame computer. A terminal is useful in that it 

may be located in an off ice at some distance from the main-

frame. 

Minicomputer. A moderately sized computer which has a larg

er capacity than a microcomputer but is smaller than a main-

frame. 

Microcomputer or Personal Computer. A relatively inexpen-

sive computer that is small enough to use as an off ice ma

chine and capable of performing many small and medium size 

business operations as well as management functions. 



Software or Program. 
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The written instructions to the 

computer. This information, when entered into the computer, 

instructs the computer in how to solve a problem or perform 

a specific task. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 

Introduction 

There has existed only a small amount of literature 

concerning the current uses of computers in.athletic train-

ing or sports medicine programs. Most of the available lit

erature d1d not deal directly with an application to an ath-

letic training program. Most of the available articles were 

of an informational rather than of a research design nature. 

There is some literature available concerning computeriza-

tion in fields related to athletic trai~ing. This litera-

ture review was divided into two parts. The first section 

discussed literature directly related to athletic training 

and sports medicine programs, and the second part discussed 

literature in the related areas. 

Uses of Computers in Athletic 
'fraining Programs 

Abdenour (1982) discussed a method of maintaining medi-

cal records on a computer system. In this report, a 

terminal was used to feed the information into a mainframe 

computer on the campus. Information regarding injuries, 

rehabilitation, and treatments on each individual athlete 
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was maintained. Printed copies of the computerized record 

could be obtained from the computer center. 
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A more extensive use of the computer in athletic train-

ing was delineated by Ribaric (1982). Some of the uses men-

tioned were: accounting of insurance, medical bills, and 

medical payments: athlete data, including physical examina-

tions, medical history, and treatments. With this informa-

tion, injury and treatment surveys could be -implemented. 

Other potentially useful areas were keeping an account of 

the inventory and scholarship payroll of the training room. 

The system could also be used to produce mailing labels and 

individualized letters as were helpful in student recruit-

ing. Ribaric stated that the hardware purchased should be 

designed to meet both current and future needs of the pro-

gram. The essential components of the computer system were 

also presented. Although, there was pre-programmed software 

available, very little software has been developed specifi

cally with the needs of athletic training programs in mind. 

Ribaric further states, "The Micro-Computer is part of our 

society and will be a common place item in sports medicine" 

(p. 309). 

Once the idea of computers has been accepted, athletic 

trainers "should be careful not to try to do too much," 

according to Sims (1983). He further stated, "Computers may 
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Biomechanics 

The use of the computer in the 1984 Olympic Garnes was 

briefly described by Chin (1984) •. She explained how biorne-

chanics programs were used to enhance the performance of 

various Olympic athletes at the United States Olympic Train

ing Center in Colorado Springs, Colorado. In addition, 

computerization of the dynarnometer has allowed for more ac

curate and graphic results of muscle strength tests. An-

other area where the computer was used was in the area of 

biofeedback to enhance the psychological performance of the 

athlete. 

Off ice Management 

One area where computers may have proved to be of as-

sistance in athletic training rooms was in the area of mail-

ing lists. Computerized mailing lists were the subject of 

an article by Baker (1984). He explained how mailing lists 

may be computerized in order to speed their use. Once the 

names and addresses were entered for the first time, the 

data could be manipulated and the computer used to address 

both the envelopes and the letters. In addition, some 

mailing list programs have allowed for the addition of 

personal information in the body of a form letter. This 

type of computer mailing list could have been very useful to 



trainers in the area of form letters for recruiting and 

letters to athletes and their parents. 
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McCoy (1984) discussed the selection of a computer sys

tem for use in the field of accounting and budget manage-

ment. He stated that the programs can be very expensive 

but, also, very helpful. McCoy listed some prerequisites 

for the program selection: (1) know the requirements of the 

system, (2) seek expert advice, (3) define and evaluate your 

options, (4) have an implementation strategy, and (5) train 

employees in the use of the system. 

Computers for data management are discussed by Bryan 

(1984). She explained, "the heart of all we do with comput

ers is information management" (p. 34). Bryan stated that 

the database programs were the basis from which many ac-

counting, payroll, and inventory programs have been devel-

oped. She further stated that the f1eld of data management 

was rapidly changing and that the user needed to keep knowl-. 
edgeable of the latest trends. 

Education 

One possible use of computers for athletic trainers 

might have been in the area of education of student athletic 

trainers. Bonner (1984) wrote about the use of computers in 

education. He believed that the nation had not yet taken 
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full advantage of the opportunities for computer use in edu

cation. In addition, he stated that a serious attempt must 

be made to integrate computers into the curriculum. 

The use of computers in educational programs was allud-

ed to by Cicciarella (1981). He discussed computer assisted 

instruction (CAI). He stated that applications of CAI in 

physical education were limited by the small amount of soft

ware available in the area. He additionally stated that the 

development of computer games in the field might lead to a 

useful teaching strategy. 

Medical 

Baldridge (1984) discussed the trials of a dentist who 

attempted to set up a computer system for his off ice. He 

wanted a "Dental Billing System" and there was not one 

available. The dentist eventuallY- developed a system for 

word processing, patient data keeping, and bills and insur

ance processing. The system was seemingly effective once it 

had been developed. 

Computers have been used in a similar manner in other 

areas of medicine according to the article by Schadewold 

(1982). He described the use of the computer in a doctor's 

office to aid Physicians Assistants in the diagnosis and 

treatment of injury and illness. 
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Seemingly, systems such as these would have readily 

adapted to an athletic training program and been tremendous

ly helpful. Additionally, the doctor's office used the com-

puter to keep medical records on patients. 
) 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES FOR DATA COLLECTION 

Introduction 

The experimental design for this study was to compile 

information from athletic trainers concerning their needs 

and usage patterns of computers in their traiRing programs. 

A questionnaire was used to gather the necessary informa

tion. 

This section will describe the subjects who participat

ed in the study, the research device utilized, and the pro

cedures for data collection. 

The Subjects 

A list of all certified athletic trainers in Louisiana, 

Arkansas, Oklahoma, and New Mexico was obtained from the 

headquarters of the National Athletic Trainers Association 

in Greenville, North Carolina. A questionnaire was sent to 

each certified trainer in these states. In addition, a list 

of the Licensed Athletic Trainers in Texas was obtained from 

the Texas Department of Health, and each of these 

individuals was sent a questionnaire. 
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A problem inherent in using these lists was that both 

lists contained names of an unknown number of individuals 

who were not actively involved in athletic training. For 

this reason, the questions in the survey may not have been 
~ 

applicable to all individuals who received the question-

naire. ~It was assumed, however, that all individuals who 
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received the questionnaire did have a current working know!-

edge- of athletic training. For this reason, it was the im-

pression of the researcher that the lists utilized were re-

liable. In addition, some of the addresses on the lists may 

have been incorrect and, therefore, the person may not have 

received the questionnaire. 

The Questionnaire 

Introduction 

The questionnaire was the major means of data collec

tion for this study. The questionnaire was carefully de-

signed with the goals of the research in mind. These goals 

included identifying the model of a computer user and a non

user, identifying the types of computer hardware and soft-

ware currently in use, identifying the reasons that people 

do not use computers, and identifying some new areas for 

computer usage. Another imoortant consideration in the -
design of the questionnaire was the terminology. An effort 
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was made to avoid using terms that people who were not 

involved with computers would not understand. The question-

naire was also designed to enhance response. Most of the 

questions required the respondent only to mark a supplied 

answer rather that to write the entire answer. This type of 

format also lent itself well to computer coding for ease in 

statistical compilation. 

The questionnaire was divided 1nto four major sections 

to improve its organization and aesthetic value. The entire 

questionnaire has been reproduced in Appendix A. 

Demographic Data 

The first section asked for demographic data on the re

spondent and information concerning the school of employ

ment. Although confidentiality was insured by the research-

er, demographic information was-necessary in order to 

identify the model of a computer user and a non-user. The 

respondent was to identify his age from a selection of four 

age groups and also to identify gender. In the question la-

beled "highest degree" the respondent identified "bache-

lors," "masters," "doctorate," or "other."" The respondent 

was asked to write down the number of years that he had been 

certified or licensed and the number of years that he had 

been employed in his present position. The personal 



information was ended by a question regarding how a person 

obtained his computer education, if any. 
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The next part of the demographic section requested in

formation concerning the athletic trainer's school of em

ployment. The name of the school was requested as was the 

source of funding and the student enrollment. The school's 

athletic affiliation was requested also. The respondent was 

asked to list the number of men's and women's sports offered 

by their school. The last question in the demographic sec

tion asked if the training room was coed or for males or fe

males only. 

Needs Assessment 

The second section was titled: "Needs Assessment" and 

was an attempt to identify the current uses for computers 

and the objections to computer use. The respondent was 

asked to complete the section whether he was a user or not. 

In the first question, the trainer was asked to identify, 

from a list of tasks, those which could be aided by the use 

of a computer. The tasks listed were: "training room in-

ventory," "instruction of students," "athlete 

rehabilitation," "accounting and budgeting," "insurance and 

bills processing," "physical exam records," "student 

trainers records," "athlete history and medical records," 
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"treatment notes," and "other." The second question in the 

Needs Assessment section attempted to identify objections to 

computer use. The respondent was asked to mark the respon

ses that represented his main objection to computer use in 

the training room. The answers provided were: "not enough 

time," "not accessible," "time inefficient," "cost ineffi

cient," "fear of computers," "insufficient knowledge of com

puters," and "other." 

Hardware Assessment 

In the third section, the respondent provided informa

tion about his or her personal use of computer hardware as 

well as the availability of the hardware. The respondent 

was asked to identify if he had access to hardware and if he 

currently used the hardware. In addition, he was asked to 

identify the name of the computer, its type, memory size, 

and type of data storage. 

Software Assessment 

The last section was designed to compile the computer 

software currently in use in athletic training programs. 

Space was provided for the respondent to give information 

concerning five different software programs. The program's 

name, its purpose, its availability, and a usefulness rating 

were requested. 
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The Cover Letter 

A cover letter was designed to accompany the questo

na1re. The letter was intended to be as cursory as possible 

so as not to lose the interest of the "potential" respon

dent. The first paragraph stated a need for the study. The 

second and third paragraphs assured the reader of the conf i

dentiality of the questionnaire and related the need to ath

letic training programs. The letter fi~ished with instruc

tions on how to complete and return the questionnaire. The 

cover letter is reproduced in Appendix B. 

Mailing and Return 

The questionnaires were individually labeled and sent 

by United States Postal Service bulk mailing. In addition, 

a postage free business reply address was printed on the 

back of the questionnaire. With this return address, the 

respondent had simply to answer the questions, fold the 

questionnaire so that the return address was showing, staple 

it shut, and drop it in the mail. This return system was 

thought to enhance the return of the questionnaire. 
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Data Collection 

The lists of names were compliled on a micro-computer 

system and labels were produced. The labels were affixed to 

the questionnaires, and the questionnaires were bundled for 

bulk mailing. The mailing was released from the Post Office 

in Brownwood, Texas on Tuesday, May 29, 1984. Although an 
• 

earlier mailing date may have enhanced response, printing 

delays caused the late mailing. Extra time was allowed for 

the trainer to process due to the fact that the convention 

of the National.Athletic Trainers Association was held dur-

ing the first week of June. The first questionnaire was re

ceived by return mail on Thursday, June 7, 1984. 

The answers on each questionnaire were coded onto a 

mainframe computer as each was received. The last question

naire to be coded was received on October 30, 1984. No fol-

low up procedure was conducted due to time and cost re

straints of additional mailing. Each trainer had 

approximately five months to complete and return the ques

tionnaire which was considered to be ample time. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA AND DISCUSSION OF 
FINDINGS 

Introduction 

This chapter contains the procedures used for analysis 
. 

of the data and a discussion of the findings. The purpose 

of this study was to determine the extent of computer usage 

in training rooms and the perceived need for computerization 

in athletic tra~ning programs. 

Description of the Data 

The responses were coded and stored on disks for sub-

sequent analysis using the Statictical Package for the So

cial Sciences (SPSS). Discriminant analyses and Cross Tabs 
-

analyses (Chi Square statistic) were-used to compare select-

ed variables. 

Questionnaires were sent to 623 athletic trainers and 

155 (25 percent) were returned by the established deadline. 

Of the 155 questionnaires returned, two were not entered 

into the data pool because the information provided could 

not be interpreted. No follow-up procedure was initiated 

due to time and economic constraints. 

21 



Analysis 

Introduction 
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The analysis and findings were divided into four areas: 

(1) demographic data, (2) needs assessment, (3) hardware as-

sessment, and (4) software assessment. Chi square analysis 

and discriminant analysis were performed on ~he demographic 

data in an attempt to fin~ the profile of a computer user 

and that of a non-user. The data collected from the needs 

assessment section of the questionnaire were also analyzed 

using a Chi Square procedure comparing users to non-users. 

In the hardware and software sections, an attempt was made 

to determine the predominant types of computer hardware and 

software in use in athletic training programs. 

Demographic Data 

The data analyzed in this section could be divided into 

two groups, the first being personal information about the 

respondent and the second consisting of information about 

the respondent's school. 

Personal Information 

Eight of the respondents were between the ages of 18 

and 29, seven were between 30 and 39 years old, one was be

tween 40 and 49 years old, and one respondent was over 50 
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years of age. Male trainers who answered the questionnaire 

numbered 131, ·while only 20 females reponded. The highest 

degree held for 62 of the respondents was a bachelors, while 

84 had masters degrees, 2 doctorates, and 4 responded "oth

er." When asked how many years that they had been licensed 

or certified the trainers responded with numbers of years 

ranging from one to forty with the average number of licens

ing or certification being 7.86 years. The-years of employ

ment of the respondents also ranged from one to forty with 

the average number of years of employment being 5.12. When 

asked where they had received their computer education, if 

any, five listed "high school course," thirty-four marked 

"school inservice," thirty-two selected "college course," 

ten chose "computer vendor" and only four selected "regional 

service center." Seventy of the respondents indicated that 

they had no computer education. These r~sults were shown in 

Table 1. 

Chi square analysis was used to compare computer users 

and non-users with respect to all of the personal informa

tion variables. When all of the subjects were entered into 

the analysis, significant P values (P less than or equal to 

.05) were noted in the area of source of computer education. 

The non-users answered negatively to the responses "computer 

vendors" and "college course" as could be expected since 
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TABLE 1 

Demographic Data--Personal Information 

I I 
I Variable Response Choice N % of Total I 
+----------------------------------------------------------+ 

Age 18-29 77 48.7 
30-39 57 37.5 
40-49 14 ~ 9.2 

50 + 7 4.6 
Sex male 131 86.8 

female 20 13.2 
Highest Degree 

Earned 

Years Licensed 
or Certified 

Years Employed 

Computer 
Education 

bachelors 
masters 

doctorate 
other 

1-5 
6-10 

11-15 
16-40 

1-5 
6-10 

·11-15 
16-40 

high school 
school inservice 
college course 

computer vendor 
service center 

none 
other 

62 40.8 
84 55.3 

2 1.3 
4 2.6 

62 41.4 
59 39.3 
24 16.1 

5 3.4 
106 70.1 

28 18.5 
11 7.3 

6 4.1 

5- 3.3 
34 22.2 
32 20.9 
10 6.5 

4 2.6 
70 45.8 
13 8.5 

------------------------------------------------------------

they did not use computers. These Chi Square values were 

depicted on Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 

Comparison of Users and Non-Users with Personal Information 
(All Respondents) 

I I 
I V~riable Chi Square df P I 
+----------------------------------------------------------+ 

age of respondent .37 3 .94 
gender of respondent .90 ~ 1 .34 

education 1.43 3 .70 
years licensed or 

certified 
years of employemnt 
high school course 
school inservice 
college course 
computer vendor 
service center 
other 
no computer education 

15.49 
13.44 

.64 

.23 
7.90 
9.04 

.51 

.16 
3.80 

18 
19 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

.63 

.81 

.42 

.63 

.00* 

.00* 

.47 

.68 

.OS* 

------------------------------------------------------------
* indicates a significant Chi Square value at the .OS level 

The subjects were then divided into high school train-

ers a~d non-high school trainers for subsequent analysis. 

The same two areas of computer education were significant 

for the high school group. The Chi Square values for the 

high school group were listed in Table 3. 

Another significant Chi Square value was noted in the 

non-high school group in the area of years of employment. 

Fifty percent of the computer users had been employed for 

only two years. The Chi Square values for the non-high 

school group were shown Table 4. 
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TABLE 3 

Comparison of Users and Non-Users with Personal Information 
(High School) 

I I 
I Variable Chi Square df p I 
+----------------------------------------------------------+ 

age of respondent 1.71 3 .63 
gender of respondent . 00 ~ 1 . 95 
education 1.83 2 .40 
years of licensing 

or certification 
years of employment 
high school course 
school inservice 
college course 
computer vendor 
service center 
other 
no computer education 

9.13 
4.76 

.36 

.02 
9.32 

10.73 
.48 

1.00 
3.40 

15 
15 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

.87 
.99 
.55 
.88 
.00* 

.00* 
.49 
.32 
.07 

------------------------------------------------------------
* indicates a significant Chi Square Value at the .05 level 

School Information 

_Demographic information concerning the respondents 

school or place of employment was collected in the following 

section of the questionnai~e. Public schools were the 

places of employment for 128 of the responden~s, and 24 

worked for private institutions. The size of student en

rollments varied tremendously with most schools reporting an 

enrollment of less than 2500. This included many of the 

high schools in the sample. Some of the larger public 
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TABLE 4 

Comparison of Users and Non-Users with Personal Information 
(Non-High School} 

I I 
I Variable Chi Square df P I 
+----------------------------------------------------------+ 

age of respondent 1.68 3 .64 
gender of respondent 2.16 ~ 1 .14 
education 7.41 3 .06 
years licensed or 

certified 
years of employmerit 
high school course 
school inservice 
college course 
computer vendor 
other 
no computer education 

15.72 
27.48 

.31 

.47 

.37 

.59 

.26 

.67 

-15 
15 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

.40 

.03 

.58 

.49 

.54 

.44 

.61 

. 4.1 

------------------------------------------------------------
* indicates a significant Chi Square value at the .05 level 

school districts were included in the category for 

enrollments of greater than 20,000 studen~s. This larger 

-category encompassed 14 of the respondents. The enrollment 

size of 2500 to 5000 students had 22 of the schools. Nine 

schools reported enrollments of 5001 to 9999, seven had from 

10,000 to 15,000 students, and six schools listed from 

15,000 to 20,000 students. Two of the schools were members 

of the National Junior College Athletic Association (NJCAA). 

Two were members of the National Association for 

Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA}. The various high school 
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associations comprised 106 of the respondent's schools. The 

remainder of the schools were members of the various divi-

sions of the National Collegiate Athletic Association 

(NCAA). Division I included 27 of the schools. Five were 

in Division I-AA, and one was in Division II. Eight insti

tutions were not affiliated with any particular organiza-

tion. The number of men's and women's sports at each school 

ranged from one to twelve. The average number -of of men's 

sports was seven as compared to five women's sports. Nine 

of the trainers responded that their training rooms were for 

men only while six of the training rooms were for women 

only. The remainder of the schools (137) had coed training 

rooms. These results were depicted in Table 5. 

Chi Square analysis was performed in order to compare 

the user and non-user variables to the school information 

variables. For the analysis, the sample was again divided 

into three groups. One group included all of the respon

dents. Significant Chi Square values were noted in the 

group that included all of the respondents when the user and 

non-user variables were compared to all of the following 

three variables: type of funding, organizational 

affiliation, and number of men's sports. These Chi Square 

values were shown in Table 6. 
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TABLE 5 

Demographic Data--School Information 

I . I 
I Variable Response Choice N % of Total I 
+----------------------------------------------------------+ 

funding source r state 128 84.2 
private 18 11.8 
other 6 3.9 

enrollment 0-2500 93 61.6 

organizational 
membership 

number of men's 
sports 

number of women's 
sports 

-
gender of training 

room patrons 

2501-5000 22 14.6 
5001-9999 9 - 6.0 

10000-14999 7 4.6 
15000-19999 6 4.0 

20000+ 14 9.3 

NJ CAA 2 1.3 
NCAA-II 1 .7 

high school 106 69.7 
NCAA-I 27 17.8 
NCAA-III 5 3.3 

NAIA 2 1.3 
other 9 5.7 

1...:.6 42 29.8 
7-12 99 70.2 

1-6 81 61.8 
7-12 54 38.2 

male 9 5.9 
female 6 3.9 
coed 137 90.1 

------------------------------------------------------------

The "source of funding," "organizational affiliation," 

and "number of men's sports" variables also caused 

significant Chi Square values when the subject group was 



TABLE 6 

Comparison of Users and Non-Users with School Information 
(All Respondents) 
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------------------------------------------------------------
I . /- I 
I Variable Chi Square df p I 
+----------------------------------------------------------+ 
I funding source 10.53 2 .00* I 
I enrollment 5.92 ~ 5 .31 I 
I organization 13.97 6 .03* I 
I men's sports 23.29 10 .00* I 
I women's sports 7.17 11 .79 I 
I patron gender 1.86 2 .39 I 

* indicates a significant Chi Square Value at the .05 level 

limited to only non-high school trainers. When the sample 

was limited to non-high school trainers, it was interesting 

to note that the highest percentage of non-users were mem-

hers of the NCAA-I. Most of the computer non-users worked 

with seven or eight men's sports. The Chi Square values for 

the non-high school group were listed in Table 7. 

There were a high number of non-users in the state 

funded institutions. High schools constituted 64.7 percent 

of all of the computer users, but 70.4 percent of all of the 

non-users also came from high schools. When the sample was 

limited to high school trainers, the enrollment was found to 

be significant. The Chi Square values for the high school 

group were listed in Table 8. 
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' ' 

Comparison of Users and Non-Users with School Information 
(Non-High School) 
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------------------------------------------------------------
I . I 
I Variable Chi Square df p I 
+----------------------------------------------------------+ 
I funding source 11.04 2 .00* I 
I enrollment 9.97 .. 5 .08 I 
I organization 12.03 5 .03* I 
I men's sports 17.03 8 .03* I 
I women's sports 5.23 9 - .81 I 
I patron gender 2.89 2 .24 I 
------------------------------------------------------------
* indicates a significant Chi Square Value at the .05 level 

TABLE 8 

Comparison of Users and Non-Users with School Information 
(High School) 

I I 
I Variable Chi Square df P I 
·+----------------------------------------------------------+ 
I funding source 1.16 2 .56 I 
I enrollment 9.32 4 .05* I 
I men's sports 6.14 9 .73 I 
I women's sports 11.21 9 .26 I 
I patron gender .61 2 .74 I 
------------------------------------------------------------
* indicates a significant Chi Square Value at the .05 level 

Discriminant analysis was performed to determine if any 

of the demographic variables discriminated for computer use 
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or non-use. For the sample that included all of the respon

dents, school funding (state or private) discriminated sig

nificantly (87.5 percent). No variables were found to sig

nificantly discriminate in the sample which was limited to 

only high school trainers. Seven demographic variables were 

found to discriminate for computer use and non-use in the 

group that included only non-high school respondents. They 

were, in order of significance: (1) school funding-(public 

or private), (2) highest degree held by the respondent, (3) 

gender of the respondent, (4) number of men's sports, (5) 

school's organizational affiliation, (6) type of training 

room (men only, women only, or coed), and (7) student en

rollment of the school. This group contained only six com

puter users and 41 non-users. Most of the users in this 

group worked for privately funded institutions, and most had 

received masters degrees. All of the users in the non-high 

school group were males. The average number of men's sports 

·offered by the schools of the users was 3.33 as compared to 

7.56 in the schools of the non users. As indicated earlier, 

most of the non-users were members of the NCAA-I and operat-

ed coed training rooms. 

-
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Summary 

The demographic data were analyzed by Chi Square and 

Discriminant analysis with comparison to computer users and 

non-users. The variables which were found to be significant 

in the group which included all of the subjects were: (1) 

"source of computer education," (2) "source of funding," (3) 

"organizational affiliation," and (4) "number of men's 

sports." 

When the subject pool was limited to non-high school 

trainers, the following variables were found to be statisti-

cal~y significant: (1) "years of employment," (2) "source 

of funding," (3) "organizational affiliation," and (4) "nurn-

ber of men's sports." 

For the group which included the high school trainers, 

only two variables were found to be significant. They were: 

(1) "source of computer education," and (2) "student enroll-

ment." 

Needs Assessment 

The second section of the questionnaire was designed to 

determine a profile of needs and uses for computers in 

athletic training rooms. The first question attempted to 

identify training rooms tasks which could be aided by the 

use of a computer. The second question probed for 

objections of the trainer, if any, to computer use. 
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Computer Tasks 

The respondent was to select the computer tasks which 

he felt could assist him in his training room operation. 

There was also space allowed for the trainer to add his own 

tasks. The tasks listed on the questionnaire were: (1) 

training room inventory, (2) instruction of students, (3) 
-

athlete rehabilitation, (4) accounting and budgeting, (5) 

insurance and bills processing, (6) physical exam-records, 

(7) student trainer's records, (8) athlete history and medi

cal rec.ords, and (9) treatment notes. The number of posi

tive responses to each task are listed on Table 9. 

Chi Square analysis was used to compare computer user 

and non-user to the computer task variables with no signifi

cant results. This may indicate that the users and non

users agree that the tasks are all important and could be 

assisted by a computer. The Chi Square Values for the task 

variables were shown on Table 10. 

Objections to Computer Use 

The next question in the Needs Assessment section at

tempted to delineate the objections that both the users and 

non-users may have to the use of computers. The question 

provided six answers and also asked for "others." The 

objections identified on the questionnaire were: (1) not 
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TABLE 9 

Affirmative Responses to Computer Tasks 

,-----------------------------------------------------------
1 Computer Task Users Non-Users Total % of Totall 
I Respondents I 
+----------------------------- + -----------------------------
Training Room 

Inventory 
Instruction of 
Students 

Athlete .. ~ 
Rehabilitation 

Accounting and 
Budgeting 

Insurance and 
Bills Processing 

Physical Exam 
Records 

Student Trainer's 
Records 

Athlete History and 
Medical Records 

Treatment Notes 
Other 

13 

6 

14 

10 

12 

14 

9 

15 
11 

5 

124 

45 

93 

98 

104 

109 

59 

123 
97 
17 

137 

51 

107 

108 

116 

123 

68 

138 
108 

22 

89.5 

33.3 

69.9 

70.6 

75.8 

80.4 

44.4 

90.2 
70.6 
14.4 

------------------------------------------------------------

enough time, (2) cost inefficient, (3) not accessible, (4) 

fear of computers, (5) time inefficient, and (6) insuffi

cient knowledge of computers. The affirmative responses for 

both the users and non-users are tallied in Table 11. 

Chi Square analysis was used to compare computer user 

and non-user to the objection variables. There were no sig

nificant Chi Square values noted at the P is less than or 

equal to .05 level. 



TABLE 10 

Comparison of Users and Non-Users with Task Variables 

I I 
I Computer Task Chi Square df P I 
+--------------------------------------------------------+ 

Training Room Inventory 1.98 1 .15 
Instruction of Students .24 1 .62 
Athlete Rehabilitation .18 ~ 1 .67 
Accounting and Budgeting .00 1 .99 
Insurance and Bills 
Processing 

Physical Exam Records 
Student Trainer's Records 
Athlete History and 

Medical Records 
Treatment Notes 

.34 

.00 
1.30 

.12 

.50 

- 1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

.56 

. 9.8 

.25 

.73 

.48 

----------------------------------------------------------

TABLE 11 

Affirmative Responses· to Objections to Computer Use 
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------------------------------------------------------------
1- _ I 
!Objections Users Non-Users Total % of Totall 
I Respondents I 
+----------------------------------------------------------+ 
!Not Enough Time 2 36 38 24.8 I 
!Cost Inefficient 2 44 46 30.1 I 
INot Accessible 2 30 32 20.9 I 
IFear of Computers 0 3 3 2.0 I 
!Time Inefficient 0 11 11 7.2 I 
!Not Enough Computer I 
I Knowledge 3 58 61 39.9 I 
I I 
------------------------------------------------------------
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Summary 

It was noted that most of the respondents, computer 

users and non-users alike, identified many of the tasks as 

possibly being of assistance in the training room. The 

tasks selected in descending order of importance were: (1) 

"athlete history and medical records," (2) "training room 

inventory," (3) "physical exam records," (4) "insurance and 

bills processing," (5) "accounting and budge~ing," (6) 

"treatment notes," (7) "athlete rehabilitation," (8) "stu-

dent trainers records," (9) "instruction of students," and 

(10) "other." On the other hand, not more than 40 percent 

of the respondents listed any specific objections to comput-

er use. 

Hardware Assessment 

The respondents were asked to indicate the types of 

hardware that they currently used or would be accessible for 

their use. The term "accessible" referred to the fact that 

the hardware was available in the school building , school 

system, or clinic. They were asked to list the name, type 

of computer, memory size, and method of storage. Very few 

respondents completed every question in this section. 

Forty-five (29.4%) of the respondents answered that they had 

access to a computer or computer system but did not utilize 
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it. Eleven different models of computers were identified as 

being accessible but not in use. 

Eight different types of computers were identified by 

the computer users as being the types that they used. These 

results are shown in Table 12. 

TABLE 12 

Assessment of Available Hardware and Hardware in Use 

I I 
I Computer Type Accessible In Use Total I 
+--------------------------------------------------------+ 

Apple 25 5 30 
Hewlett-Packard 1 0 1 
Timex-Sinclair 1 0 1 
IBM-Personal 1 0 1 
Commodore 3 1 4 
TRS-80 5 2 7 
Osborn 0 1 1 
Texas Instruments 1 0 1 
Franklin 1 0 1 
Alta Medical System 0 l 1 
Quante! System 0 2 2 
IBM Mainframe 5 2 7 
Various Mainframes 5 2 7 

----------------------------------------------------------

Summary 

Many of the computers that were listed as being avail-

able for use in training rooms were not in use. A total of 

52 computers was accessible but not in use as compared to 17 
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computers that were in use in training room. If all of 

these computers were put to use, bringing the total use to 

69 computers, the computers users would represent 45 percent 

of the surveyed sample (N=l53). There did not seem to be a 

consensus as to hardware selection among the respondents. 

Software 

In the last section of the questionnair~, the respon-

dents were asked to identify the types of software that were 

currently available to or in use in their training rooms. 

Furthermore, they were asked to tell the specific purpose of 
' 

the program, its commercial availability, and rate its use-

fulness. 

Thirteen of the computer users identified the types of 

software that they were using or attempting to use in their 

training room. Eight of the non-users identified software 

thai was available and might be of assistance in their 

training room operations. Twenty-nine different uses of 

computer programs were identified. All of the programs in 

use were adapted from commercially available software. Two 

of the programs identified were major computer systems in 

use by professional football teams and sports medicine 

clinics. The remainder of the software was for word 

processing, data management, or numerical calculation 
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(accounting). No computer users identified a program that 
./ 

was not commercially available prior to its being adapted to 

the training room situation. There were no commercially 

available programs designed specifically for use in a train

ing room or sports medicine clinics. 

Summary of Findings 

The demographic data were analyzed by Chi Square and 

Discriminant analysis with comparison to computer users and 

non~users. The variables which were found to be significant 

in the group which included all of the subjects were: (1) 

"source of computer education," (2) "source of funding," (3) · 

"organizational affiliation," and (4) "number of men's 

sports." Computer utilization was found to be higher in 

priv~te schools which fielded fewer men's sports. The large 

J?.Umber of high school respondents led to t-he significance in 
-

the area of organizational affiliation as most users were 

found on the high school level. The highest percentage of 

computer education in the users came from school inservices 

and college course. There were a number of respondents who 

had no computer education. 

When the subject pool was limited to non-high school 

trainers, the following variables were found to be 

statistically significant: (1) "years of employment," (2) 
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"source of funding," (3) "organizational affiliation," and 

(4) "number of men's sports." Exactly half of the computer 

users in this group had been employed for only two years, 

and over half of the non-users had been employed for three 

years or less. Most of the users in this group were in pri

vate institutions which tended to have fewer men's sports. 

The significance of "organizational affiliation" was that 

92% of the non-users were employed in NCAA-I schools. 

For the group which included the high school trainers, 

only two variables were found to be significant. They were: 

(1) "source of computer education," and (2) "student enroll-

ment." School inservices and college courses were the 

sources of computer education for 49 percent of the high 

school group although, 44 percent had no computer education. 

The student enrollment was significant probably due to the 

fact that a normal enrollment for a high s~hool is less than 

2500 students. Most (72 percent) of the computer users in 

this group were employed by schools with enrollments of less 

than 2500 students. 

It was noted that most of the respondents, computer 

users and non-users, both, identified many of the tasks as 

possibly being of assistance in the training room. The 

tasks selected in descending order of importance were: (1) 

"athlete history and medical records" (90.2%), (2) "training 
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room inventory" (89.5%), (3) "physical exam records" 

(80.4%), (4) "insurance and bills processing" (75.8%), (5) 

"accounting and budgeting" (70.6%), (6) "treatment notes" 

(70.6%), (7) "athlete rehabilitation" (69.9%), (8) "student 

trainers records" (44.4%), (9) "instruction of students" 

(33.3%), and (10) "other" (14.4%). On the other hand, not 

more than 40 percent of the respondents listed any specific 

objections to computer use. "Lack of cornpurer education" 

was the highest selected objection (39.9%). This would in

dicate that more people might utilize computers with the 

proper computer education. 

Many of the computers that were listed as being avail

able for use in training rooms were not in use. A total of 

52 computers was accessible but not in use as compared to 17 

computers that were in use. A wide variety of types of per

sonal and mainframe computers were in use with Apple comput-

ers being the most predominant brand of personal computer 

and IBM the most common mainframe. 

A wide variety of software was identified as being in 

use although, it could be classified into three main groups: 

1) word processing, 2) data processing, and 3) number 

processing (accounting). There were two major systems in 

use by two professional football teams and one sports 
. . 

medicine clinic. The rest of the software in use in 
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training rooms was adapted from commercially available 

software. There were no programs listed that were designed 

specifically for the training room or sports medicine clin-
. 
lC. 

Discussion 

One thing that is obvious from the demographic data is 

that the non-computer users are not computer-educated and 

find that is a detriment to their ability to utilize comput

ers in their training room. Another implication of the de-

mographic data is that many of the computer users are young

er, recently employed, and have received a masters degree. 

Many of the computers being used are in private institutions 

which have fewer sports and, therefore, fewer athletes. 

This would indicate that, although the money is probably 

available, many of the state funded institutions have opted 

not to utilize computers due to time involved in setting up 

the system. 

When prompted, many of the trainers believe that cer

tain aspects of their training room would benefit from com

puter use if the program was available. This is apparent 

from the fact that many of the respondents selected the 

various tasks as possibly being of assistance to their 

program, and few listed objections to computer use, except 

"lack of computer knowledge." 
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Another obvious implication from the data is that there 

is not software commercially available which is designed 
' specifically for the training room. There are some medical 

systems which may be adaptable. Many of the commercially 

available word processors, data processors, and number pro-

cessors may be adaptable to training room tasks. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to determine the current 

usage and need for computer systems in athletic training and 

sports medicine programs. Specifically, usage patterns and 

types of software were to be identified and enumerated. 

Procedure for Data Collection 

The data were collected through the use of a mailed 

questionnaire. The questionnaire was divided into four sec

tions: demographic data, needs assessment, hardware assess

ment, and software assessment. A cover letter was developed 

to enhance response and sent out with the questionnaire. 

The questionnaires were sent to all Certified Athletic 

Trainers in Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and New Mexico; 

and to all Licensed Athletic Trainers in Texas. Question

naires were returned by 143 athletic trainers. Upon re

ceipt, the questionnaires were coded and entered into the 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences for statistical 

analysis. 

45 
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Analysis of Data 

The analysis and findings were divided into four areas. 

Chi square analysis and discriminant analysis were performed 

on the demographic data in an attempt to find the profile of 

a computer user and that of a non-user. The data collected 

from the needs assessment section of the questionnaire was 

also analyzed using a Chi Square procedure comparing users 

to non-users. In the hardware and software sections, an at

tempt was made to determine the predominant types of comput

er hardware and software in use in athletic training pro

grams. 

Summary of Findings 

The demographic data were analyzed by Chi Square and 

Discriminant analysis with comparison to computer users and 

non-users. The variables which were found-to be significant 

in the group which included all of the subjects were: (1) 

"source of computer education," (2) "source of funding," (3) 

"organizational affiliation," and (4) "number of men's 

sports." Computer utilization was found to be higher in 

private schools which fielded fewer men's sports. The large 

number of high school respondents led to the significance in 

the area of organizational affiliation as most users were 

found on the high school level. The highest percentage of 
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computer education in the users came from school inservices 

and college course. There were a number of respondents who 

had no computer education. 

When the subject pool was limited to non-high school 

trainers, the following variables were found to be statisti

c a 11 y s i g n i f i c ant : ( 1 ) " ye a rs o f em p 1 o ym en t , " ( 2 } " source 

o f fund i n g , " ( 3 ) " o r g an i z at i on a 1 a f f i 1 i at i on , " and ( 4 ) " n um -

ber of men's sports." Exactly half of the comptiter users in 

this group had been employed for only two years, and over 

half of the non-users had been employed for three years or 

less. Most of the users in this group were in private in

stitutions which tended to have fewer men's sports. The 

significance of "organizational affiliation" was that 92% of 

the non-users were employed in NCAA-I schools. 

For the group which included the high school trainers, 

only two variables were found to be significant. They were: 

(1) "source of computer education," and (2) "student enroll

ment." School inservices and college courses were the 

sources of computer education for 49 percent of the high 

school group although, 44 percent had no computer education. 

The student enrollment was significant probably due to the 

fact that a normal enrollment for a high school is less than 

2500 students. Most (72 percent) of the computer users in 

this group were employed by schools with enrollments of less 

than 2500 students. 
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It was noted that most of the respondents, computer 

users and non-users both, identified many of the tasks as 

possibly being of assistance in the training room. The 

tasks selected in descending order of importance were: (1) 

"athlete history and medical records" (90.2%), (2) "training 

room inventory" (89.5%), (3) "physical exam records" 
.. 

(80.4%), (4) "insurance and bills processing" (75.8%), (5) 

"accounting and budgeting" (70.6%), (6) "treatment notes" 

(70.6%), (7) "athlete rehabilitation" (69.9%), (8) "student 

t r a i n e r s rec o rd s " ( 4 4 . 4 % ) , ( 9 ) " i n s t r u ct i on o f s t ud en t s " 

(33.3%), and (10) "other" (14.4%). On the other hand, not 

more than 40 percent of the respondents listed any specific 

objections to computer use. "Lack of computer education" 

was the highest selected objection (39.9%). The would indi-

cate that more people might utilize computers with the prop-

er computer education. 

Many of the computers that were listed as being avail-

able for use in training rooms were not in use. A total of 

52 computers was accessible but not in use as compared to 17 

computers that were in use. A wide variety of types of per

sonal and mainframe computers were in use with Apple 

computers being the most predominant brand of personal 

computer and IBM the most common mainframe. 
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A wide variety of software was identified as being in 

use, although it could be classified into three main groups: 

1) word processing, 2) data processing, and 3) number pro

cessing (accounting). There were two major systems in use 

by two professional football teams and one sports medicine 

clinic. The rest of the software in use in training rooms 

was adapted from commercially available software. There 

were no programs listed that were designed specifically for 

the training room or sports medicine clinic. 

Conclusions 

The findings of this study would warrant the following 

conclusions: 

1. There are relatively few computer users amoung ath

letic trainers in the Southwest. 

2. There is common agreement by users and- non-users as 

to the need for software. 

3. There exists a lack of available software designed 

specifically for atheltic training and sports medi

cine programs. 

4. The available software, that is to be adapted, must 

be compatible with a variety of machines although, 

Apple is most prevalent. 
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Recommendations for Further Study 

The need for further study is obviously in the area of 

computer software. There is a need to determine the exact 

tasks that could most easily be aided by the use of a com

puter in the training room. The most efficient method of 

accomplishing the task needs to be determined and programs 

written and developed to meet these needs. 

The most cost efficient system must be found in order 

to enhance its use by the athletic training profession. The 

systems may be adapted from currently available medical of

f ice systems, but they need to be adapted to athletic train

ing and sports medicine operations. 

A final necessity is that all athletic trainers be made 

aware that computers could, if systems were developed, tre

mendously enhance their programs. They could save an enor

mous amount of time which is a precious commodity to most 

athletic trainers. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

COlll'llTUS JI A111L&T1C TUl .. llC ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IACKC80U•D l•l'OlllATJ0111 Tit! FOLLOWJllC lllFOlllATIOll IS NEEDED TO D!SCll 1! Tit! l!SroilD!llTS POI THIS STUDY. A 

PARTICll'AllT'S :'!AHE WILL NOT BE USED AT A.~Y TIME. PLEASE lllDICAn TH! APl'IOPllATE IESl'Ollst FOi EACH OF THE ITEMS. 
Personal: 

Age-- 0 18-29 050· Gender-- o~1 .. 0 J0-)9 

0 Dachelor'1 

0 '0-'9 

0Huten 0 Doctonte 

How ma11v years have you been• certified or licensed athletic trainer? 

How many years have you been entployed in your present poaltlon? 

0 other (pleHe •pee lfy ---------

Where h .. vr you obtained your CYllpUter education, if any? 

0 high 1chool course O college couroe O Hrvlce center 

0 school lnservlce 

olher (please 1pecl(y 
Onone 

(where you ore currently em~loyed) "·---~~~~--::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Funding Source-- 0 Suu 0Prlv.ce 

0 2501-5000 

0 othn (pl••H specify 
Enrollment-- Q o-noo 0 5001-9999 Q 10000-1,1199 0 U000-19999 
Affiliation-- Q NJCM Q NCM-1 

0 NCM-11 Q NCM-111 

0 High School Auoclatlon (Claulflc.otlon1 ---

Number of v•rsJ:.y, aen'• sports? 

Number of varsity, women's aporr.1T 

Which athletes u1e your training roCltO? Q Mala Qreula 

Q NCAA-IA 

Q MAIA (Dlvlaloa: ---

Q ocher (apeclfJ 

QCoad 

0 20000. 

NEEDS ASS!SMEllT: THIS SECTION IS DESICNED TO l>ETERMIN! A PROFILE or NEEDS FOi USES or COllPUTEIS lN ATHLETIC TIAINlllC 

RDOHS. PLEASE COMPLETE THIS SECTION l!CARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU AH A USEI 01 llOT. 

Which of the following tukl In your Job H athletic trainer are prH•nclJ or could be aided by rhe UH of • co.putart 

0 training ro.,. Inventory 

0 Instruction of studenu 

Qathl~te rehabllltatlon 

Oother(I) (please specify 

Qaccountlng and budgeting 

0 ln1urance and bllll 

procHaln& 

Qphyalcal exa• record• 

O student trainer'• record• 

0 eclllet• history anol -dlcal record• 

O traat .. nt notaa 

What wouJd be your main objection to using a COlllpuLer In the training room? 

O n~t enough ti""' 

0 cost Inefficient 

Qothers (please 1peclfy 

O not accessible 

0 fear of compuun 

O ti- Inefficient 

0 lnsufflcl.nt knovledae of c-uuu 

HARIJVARI ASSP.SHP.NT: THIS SECTION IS DESICNED TO DETERHINE A PROFILE OF AVAILABILITY AND USACE OF COMPUTER HAADWAR! 

IN ATHLETIC TRAINING ROOHS. 

Oo you current I)' have acce1s to or use • coraputer sys tent in your athlet le tratnln1 roo.? 

0 have acceu 0 currently use 

I. Name or computer syste111: Hodel: 

51 ze of Clllr;°'U[('f: 0 mainframe 0 r1inlcon1puter 0111icroco.puter M~r.ory Slze: 

llhot rypc ol data storage: 0 disc 0 t•p• 0 other (spec tfy 

2. N,,me cl computer 1yst r.m: Hod~I: 

s' ;r.e cl cumvut<"r: 0 mainframe 0 minicomputer O mlcroc-uur ""..ory Siu: 

•h•l Lvp-.· ~1 d.u .. 1torag~: Qdtsc Qupe O other (specify 

SOt'T\IARP. ASSP.SHF.NT: THIS HCTH>ll IS DESIGN~D TO DETERMINE A PROt'ILE OF AVAILAHILITY AND USACE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

lit ATHLF.Tll: rN,\ININC: ROOKS. rLf.ASE WNITE IN THE APPROPRIATE Rf.SPONSES IN THE CHART BELOW. 

l'rogram N.11nr? 

I. 

2. 

1. 

4. 

~. 

A.:ava i 1.tb 1 e 

U=usinc 

For wh•t speci[ic purpose 

Is th~ program used? 

usefulness rating (l-S) 

1.ttxcellent, S"'p"or 

------------
Plt>.t"l.C" 1ndict11re whetht'r the proar•• 11 cunw1111~rci•lly available or not (Y•y•I and N~no) 

Pl.P.ASE l.IST AllnlTIOllAL COllM!llTS IN THE SPACE PROYID!D Oii THE IAClt or THIS PACE. TllAllK YOU! 
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APPENDIX B 

THE COVER LETTER 

bcx .oar<n patYne nnlveRsl~y 
FOUNOEO EIGHTEEN HlJNOAEO EIGHTY-NINE 

May 28, 1984 

Dear Fellow Trainer: 

The "computer age" is upon us and athletic training programs should take 
advantage of this fact as have so many phases of society. In order to do 
so, the current needs of athletic training programs must be determined. 

You are one of a small number of people who are being a'sked to give your 
opinion on these matters. In order that the results will truly represent 
the thinking of athletic trainers of the"southwest, it is important that 
each questionnaire be completed and returned. You may be assured of com
plete confidentiality. 

The results of this research will be made available to all athletic trainers. 
It is hoped that information concerning the current uses and needs for com
puters in athletic training will provide athletes with better, more efficient 
care through the use of computers. 

The questionnaire is simple to complete and return. When you have answered 
the questions, fold it so that the postage-paid, return address shows and 
tape or staple it closed. 

I would be most happy to answer any questions that you may have. Please 
call or write. The telephone number is (915) 646-2502, extension 319. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Chandler 
Athletic Trainer 

MC/wg 

Brownwood, Texos 76801~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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